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Abstract 
This article shows the advantages in application of the brushless machines with combine excitation (excitation from permanent 
magnets and excitation coil) for small and medium power windmills. This type of electric machine is compared with a typical 
brushless motor and an induction motor. The main advantage is the decreasing of the outline sizes of electric machine and the 
reduction of price for an electronic control system. The design and the principle of operation of the electric machine are provided.
This machine was modeled using Solisworks program to create the design and Maxwell program to analyze the magnetic field. 
The results of testing are shown too.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
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1. Introduction. 
Alternative power source systems are being developed rapidly. The main reason for that is the energy collapse 
appearing from the limitations of coal, gas, oil. 
Among all other renewables the wind turbine is one of the most developing machines due to several advantages: 
x wind is the endless power source; 
x it’s an ecologically clean machine. 
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One of the main aggregates of the wind turbine is alternator. High reliability requirements do not allow the use of 
brush electric machines in turbines. So only brushless machines can be discussed so far: 
x asynchronous alternators with capacitor batteries as a excitation source; 
x synchronous alternators with excitation from permanent magnets; 
x synchronous induction alternators with excitation from winding; 
x synchronous alternators with combined excitation with excitation from permanent magnets and winding. 
Practice shows that asynchronous alternators with capacitor batteries on more than 1 kW power are not 
competitive by a price comparing to other electric machines due to the high price of battery [2]. 
Recently synchronous alternators of the above mentioned types are dominating in wind power industry. 
Below there is a try to analyze these alternators. 
The distinctive feature of wind turbine operation is variable frequency of rotor rotation, which in turn depends on 
the wind speed. 
EMF of alternator changes with the changing of rotation frequency. The voltage on the output terminals changes 
as well. 
However though the frequency and loading are changing, the constant voltage on the terminals is the critical 
issue for the customer as the most appliances are made for the constant nominal voltage. 
x The stabilizing of the voltage on the terminals of alternator is possible by 2 ways: Use of pulse-duration 
modulation for power circuit.  
x Change of the excitation flux due to the change of rotation frequency. 
Alternator with permanent magnets is acceptable for the 1st approach. 
Alternator with excitation winding or combined excitation are acceptable for the 2nd approach. 
All these approaches are used in industry. But the main factor while making a choice for any specific power 
module will be: 
The price of alternator + control electronics + power electronics. 
The research shows that the total cost of combined excitation alternator could be less than others [3]. So let’s 
discuss this design in details. 
2. Design and operation principle of alternator with combined excitation 
Alternator with combine excitation has permanent magnet and excitation coil [1]. It gives the following 
advantage if compare alternator with electric machine another kind. The using powerful permanent magnet such as 
Neodymium-Iron-Bore or Samarium-Cobalt   allows decrease the outline sizes. The using of excitation coil allows 
to control voltage in circuit with low current and electronic control system will has low cost in this case. 
The design of AC alternator with combined excitation is illustrated by fig. 1, where the cross-section of alternator 
is shown. 
Fig.1. The cross-section of alternator 
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Alternator consists of stator and rotor. Stator consists of laminated packages 1 and 2 with slots. The slots have the 
same direction along the axis. Multi-phase winding 3 is located in the slots of packages. Laminated packages are 
pressed on the big parts of laminated core 4 and 5. Motionless excitation winding 6 is located between packages of 
laminated core. Rotor 7 of alternator is located outside stator. It has big poles 8 and permanent magnets 8 and 10. 
Permanent magnets and poles are alternated one after another along the circle. They form two rings which cover 
laminated packages 1 and 2. The rings are located so that the permanent magnet 9 is located opposite the pole 8 
along the axis direction. Magnets 9 and 10 have radial magnetization. In one ring the magnets have “south” 
magnetization 9 on the surface directed to the package, in another ring the “north” magnetization 10. 
Alternator operates as follows: 
Under the DC the excitation winding 6 generates magnetic flux which is looped by the following way: laminated 
package 1, air gap, big pole 8 of the first ring, back of rotor, big pole 8 of the second ring, air gap, laminated 
package 2, part of laminated core 5,  part of laminated core 4. 
Magnetic flux generated by magnets, is looped by the following way: laminated package 1, air gap, “south” 
magnet 9, back of rotor, “north” magnet 10, air gap, laminated package 2, part of laminated core 5, part of laminated 
core 4.  
Magnetic fluxes have the same areas in the bush and in the back of rotor. In the other areas magnetic fluxes are 
not crossing. Direction of magnetic flux generated by magnets, is constant, is not changing. Direction of flux from 
excitation winding depends on polarity of power source. Then flux either must be added to the flux of permanent 
magnets, or subtracted.  
During rotation of rotor the total flux induces EMF in stator winding 3. The value and direction of the current in 
excitation winding 6 during frequency changing is chosen so that the multiplication of rotation frequency on the flux 
value should be constant. 
Amplitude of output voltage of alternator is constant during changing of frequency in wide range. This result for 
alternator 8 kW,28V is shown in diagram below (fig.2). 
Fig.2. Diagram for generator 8 kW,28 V 
The electromagnetic processes and heating condition in equipment is very complex. To be sure in quality of 
engineering design it is necessary to use the exact engineering technologies for modeling these processes. In this 
case only the choice of engineering design would be correct. 
This modeling has been executing in South Urals State University with using supper computer and necessary 
software. In the fig. 3 is showed the fragments of electromagnetics analysis for this generator. 
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Fig.3. The result of magnet field analysis 
The authors hold the method of design such generators for different capacities and sizes and this method is based on 
the exact engineering technologies. 
This idea was used for alternator for windmill 3 kW. 
Bellow the prototype of windmill is shown fig.4 . 
Fig.4. Project for windmill 3 kw. 
The advantages of generator with combine excitation can be used for another autonomous power source 
operating from drives with variable frequency of rotation (cars, diesel generator, hydro-stations, wind turbines). 
A patent has been issued on this concept; 
The project has received some funding for development at the University. Inquiries for  Collaboration partners 
are invited. 
3. Conclusion 
The concept of generator with combine excitation is proposed for different application. Its allow decrease the 
sizes and cost for autonomous electric sources.  
The validity of the proposed concept is confirmed by complex engineering calculations using the finite element 
method and the results of the testing of prototypes. 
Power engineering faculty of the SUSU owns the methods of analysis and synthesis of the proposed drive and 
has the ability to conduct research and development on the proposed topics. It is possible to do design and 
manufacture necessary equipment  with using  skills and opportunities  the authors have. 
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